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The well-known factorization theorems for covering dimension dim and compact Hausdorff 
spaces are here established for the cohomological dimension dim, using a new characterization 
of dim,. In particular, it is proved that every mapping f: X + Y from a compact Hausdorff space 
X with dim, X < n to a compact metric space Y admits a factorization f= hg, where g: X + Z, 
h : Z + Y and Z is a metric compactum with dim, Z G n. These results are applied to the well-known 
open problem whether dim X = dim, X. It is shown that the problem has a positive answer for 
compact Hausdorff spaces X if and only if it has a positive answer for metric compacta X. 
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1. Introduction 
The following factorization theorem for the covering dimension dim was proved 
by the author in 1960 (see [8, Lemma 41): 
Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, Y a compact metric space and f: X + Y a 
mapping. If dim X G n, then there exists a compact metric space 2 and there exist 
maps g:X+Z, h:Z+ Y such thatf-hg and dim.Z<n. 
More generally, if X and Y are compact Hausdorff spaces, dim X < n, then every 
map f: X + Y admits a factorization f = hg through a compact Hausdorff space 2 
of dimension dim 2 G n and weight w(Z) s w(Y) (see [8, Theorem 21). 
These factorization theorems have proved very useful in dimension theory and 
have been generalized in various directions by several authors. Detailed accounts 
can be found in [l] and [S]. 
* This paper was written during the Spring Quarter of 1987 while the author, on leave from the 
University of Zagreb, was visiting the University of Washington. The author gratefully acknowledges 
useful conversations on the subject with L.R. Rubin during a visit to the University of Oklahoma in 
February and March of 1987. 
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It is the purpose of this paper is to establish the same factorization theorems for 
cohomological dimension dim, with integer coefficients Z. Integer coefficients are 
of special interest because of a famous unsolved problem of P.S. Aleksandrov, which 
asks whether the covering dimension dim X coincides with dim, X. This problem 
has attracted renewed attention after R.D. Edwards in 1978 showed that the existence 
of a metric compacturn X with dim, X # dim X is equivalent to the existence of a 
dimension-raising CE-map between metric compacta [2] (for details see [14]). It 
is a consequence of Theorem 2 that the question whether dim X = dim, X holds 
for all metric compacta X is equivalent to the question whether this equality holds 
for all compact Hausdorff spaces. 
Factorization theorems for cohomological dimension were first established by 
Zarelua, using methods of the theory of rings of functions [ 151. For a related result 
by Skordev and Smirnov see [13]. 
Our proof depends on a characterization of dim, in terms of an approximate 
factorization property (Theorem l), which is based on Edwards’ ideas [2,14]. 
Theorem 1 is used in an essential way in a forthcoming paper on cell-like maps by 
L. R. Rubin and the author. 
The cohomological dimension dim,X of a space X (coefficient group G) is 
usually defined as the greatest integer n for which there is a closed subset AC X 
such that the tech cohomology group (based on normal open coverings) 
l?“(X, A; G) # 0. Instead of this definition, following [2] and [14], we will use the 
definition that dim, X d n provided every mapf: A + K( G, n) from a closed subset 
As X to an Eilenberg-MacLane complex K(G, n) admits an extension f: X + 
K (G, n), n 2 1. It is known that the two definitions are equivalent under very general 
assumptions, which include the case where X is a compact Hausdorff space or a 
metric space and G = Z (see, e.g., [6, Theorem 261, there attributed to [3] or [4, 
Theorem 21). 
2. Approximate factorization theorem 
2.1. It is well known that a compact Hausdorff space X has covering dimension 
dim X s n if and only if for every (compact) polyhedron P, every map f: X + P 
and E > 0 there is a polyhedron Q and there are maps g : X + Q, p : Q -+ P such that 
d(pg,f)s E and dim Qs n (see, e.g., [S, Lemma 11). 
In this section we will characterize compact Haudorff spaces X with dim, X < n 
by an analogous approximate factorization property. Some essential ideas used in 
the proof are taken from [14] (proof of Theorem 4.2). 
Definition 1. We say that a map p : Q + P between polyhedra is (n, .e) -approximable 
provided for every triangulation M of Q there is a PL-mapping p’: MC”+‘)+ P of 
the (n + l)-skeleton of M such that 
d( p’, p ( MC”+‘)) c E, (2.1) 
dim p’( MC”+‘)) s n. (2.2) 
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We always assume that our polyhedra are compact and are endowed with a metric 
d. Often we use the same letter to denote a complex and its geometric realization. 
Theorem 1. A compact Hausdor-space X has cohomological dimension dimz X G n, 
n 2 1, if and only if for every polyhedron P, every map f: X + P and F > 0 there is a 
polyhedron Q and there are maps g : X + Q, p : Q + P such that 
d(pg,f)s e 
and p is (n, F) -approximable. 
(2.3) 
2.2. To prove the sufficiency in Theorem 1, we need two simple facts stated as 
Lemmas 1 and 2. 
Lemma 1. Let P be a polyhedron and let Q, R be subpolyhedra such that dim R s n. 
If Y is a pathwise connected space with TT~( Y) = 0 for 0 s i < n, then every mapping 
h:Q+Yextendstoamappingh:QvR+Y. 
Proof. Consider a triangulation L of P such that Q, R are carriers of subcomplexes 
M, N of L. By induction on j, define maps h, : M u N”)+ Y, -1 <j 5 n, such that 
hh, = h and h,,, 1 Mu N “‘=h. For every simplex UE N, dimp=j+l, -lsj<n, 
h, 1 d(~ determines an element df rj( Y) = 0 and therefore hj 1 da extends to c+. Since 
1 N(“‘( = R, the map h, : Q u R + Y is the desired extension 6. 0 
Lemma 2. Let M be a jinite simplicial complex, L s M a subcomplex and h : Lu 
M (“+‘)+ Y a mapping into a pathwise connected space Y with r,(Y) = 0, for i> n. 
Then h extends to a map 6: M + Y 
Proof. By induction on j, one defines maps h, : Lu M(“+‘+‘)+ Y, j2 0, such that 
ho= h, h,+,( Lu MC”+‘+‘)= h,. For any simplex (T E M with dim (T = n + j+ 1, j 2 1, 
h,_, l&r is homotopic to 0 because rr,,+, (Y) = 0. Consequently, h,_, extends to 
h;:a+Y. 0 
2.3. Proof of suficiency. Let A G X be a closed subset and let h : A + K (Z, n) be 
a mapping. We must produce an extension 6: X + K (Z!, n) of h. Note that every 
finite subcomplex of K(Z, n) is an ANR because it is finite-dimensional and locally 
contractible. Therefore, by the Tietze extension theorem, K(Z, n) is an ANE for 
compact Hausdorff spaces. Now the homotopy extension property shows that h 
admits an extension h” if there is a mapping h’: X + K (Z, n) such that h’lA = h. We 
will produce such a mapping h’. 
Choose a finite subcomplex K E K(Z, n), which contains h(A). Embed K in a 
contractible polyhedron P, say, a high-dimensional cube, and extend h : A + K to 
a map f: X + P. Since K is an ANR, there exist a closed polyhedral neighborhood 
N of K in P and a retraction r: N + K. Note that 
rflA= h. (2.4) 
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Choose 6 > 0 so small that a-near maps into N are homotopic in N and that the 
S-neighborhood of K in P is contained in N. 
The condition from Theorem 1, applied to P, f: X+ P and e =f8, yields a 
polyhedron Q and maps g : X -+ Q, p : Q + P such that 
d(J%,f)~3 (2.5) 
and p is (n, +i3)-approximable. 
By (2.5), there is a (closed) polyhedral neighborhood G of g(A) so small that 
p(G) is contained in the ($)-neighborhood of f(A). Choose a triangulation A4 of 
Q such that G is the carrier of a subcomplex L of M, G = ) Lj. Since p is (n, fs)- 
approximable, there is a PL-map p’: MC”+‘)-+ P such that 
d(p’,pj M(“+‘))s$, (2.6) 
dim p’( M(“+‘)) s n. (2.7) 
Consequently, p’( Ln M(“+“) = p’( L”‘+‘) ) is a subpolyhedron of P contained in 
the &neighborhood of f(A) (which is contained in N). We see, by (2.6), that the 
restrictions of the maps p and p’ to Ln MC”+‘) are homotopic in N. Since p 1 Ln 
M(“+‘) extends to pi G: G+ N, we conclude that p’: M(“+‘)+ P extends to a map 
p”‘: Lu M(“+‘)+ N v p’( M(“+‘)) s P such that 
$1 L=plL in N. (2.8) 
Formula (2.7) and Lemma 1 (applied to P, Q = N, R =p’(M(“+‘)), Y = K(Z, n), 
h = r) yield an extension F: N u p’( M (“+‘)) + K(h, n) of r: N -+ K s K(H, n). 
Therefore, the map @‘: Lu M’“+‘) + K (Z, n) is well-defined and satisfies 
&‘(L=FplL=rplL in K(Z,n). (2.9) 
We now apply Lemma 2 (taking for L the subcomplex Lu MC”+‘) and for h the 
mapping ij?‘). We obtain a mapping s: Q + K(h, n), which extends @’ to Q = M. 
Note that (2.9) implies 
s/L= rpj L in K(Z, n). (2.10) 
Therefore, the mapping h’ = sg : X + K (Z, n) satisfies 
h’lA=(s/L)(g/A)-rpgIA in K(h, n). (2.11) 
By (2.5) and the choice of 6, we see that 
pg(A-flA in N (2.12) 
and therefore, 
h’lA-rfIA=h in K(Z,n). (2.13) 
This completes the proof of the sufficiency. Cl 
2.4. Proof of necessity. We need the following lemma. 
Lemma 3. Let (X, A) be a pair of compact spaces, dim X s m, and iet ( Y, B) be an 
m-connected pair of C W-complexes. Then every mapping h : (X, A) + ( Y, B) admits a 
mappingg:X+Bsuch thatgJA=hjA. 
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We first establish another lemma. 
Lemma 4. Let (X, A) be a pair of compact spaces, dim X s m and let ( Y, B) be a 
pair of finite C W-complexes. Then for every map h : (X, A) + ( Y, B) and F > 0 there 
exist a pair of polyhedra (P, Q) and maps p : (X, A) + (P, Q), q : (P, Q) + ( Y, B) such 
that dim Psrn and d(pq, h)Se. 
Proof of Lemma 4. Since (Y, B) is a pair of compact ANR’s, it is easy to find a 
neighborhood G of B in Y and a map u : Y + Y such that u ] G is a retraction G -+ B 
and d (I,,, U) < $F (see, e.g., [ 10, I, 3 5.4, Lemma 41). Embed Y in a Euclidean space 
Ek and find a polyhedral neighborhood P’ of Y and a retraction r: P’+ Y. Let Q’ 
be a polyhedral neighborhood of r-‘(B) in P’, so small that Q’n Y c_ G. Then 
q’= ur: P’+ Y maps Q’ into B. Since ( Y, B) E (P’, Q’) one can view h also as a 
map h’: (X, A) + (P’, Q’). Since q’h’ = uh, one has d (q’h’, h) s 4.~. 
Now choose 77 > 0 so small that q’ maps q-near points to is-near points. By the 
approximate factorization property (see section 2.1), there is a polyhedron P, 
dim P d m, and there are maps p : X -+ P and q”: P+ P’ such that d (q”p, h’) < 7). 
One can also assume that q” is a PL-mapping (if this is not the case, replace q” by 
a sufficiently fine simplicial approximation). Clearly, (4”). ‘(Q’) is a subpolyhedron 
Q of P and the map q = q’q” is a map of pairs q: (P, Q)- ( Y, B). Moreover 
d(qp, q’h’)S$e, so that d(qp, h)Se. 0 
Proof of Lemma 3. If (X, A) is a polyhedral pair, then the assertion follows from 
[12, Ch. 7, Th. 6.131. We will now reduce the general case to this special case. 
Choose an open covering y on B such that V-near maps into B are homotopic 
(such a covering exists because CW-complexes have the homotopy type of ANR’s 
(see, e.g. [9]). Choose an open covering % of Y such that Ou 1 B = 3’“. Let Y’ be a 
finite CW-complex which contains h(X) and let B’ = Y’n B. Let F > 0 be a Lebesgue 
number for the covering 0211 Y’. 
By Lemma 3, there is a polyhedral pair (P, Q), dim PS m, and there are maps 
P:(KA)+(P, Q), q:(f’, Q)+(K B) such that the maps pq and h are Q-near. In 
particular, pq (A and h (A are V-near and, therefore, homotopic in B. 
We now apply the special case of Lemma 3 to the mapping q : (P, Q) + ( Y, B) 
and thus obtain a mapping q *.P+Bsuchthatq*/Q=qIQ.Puttingg’=q*p:X+B, . 
we have 
g’lA=q*p/A=(q*jB)(pIA)=qpIA==h(A in B. 
Since g’( A extends to g’: X + B, the homotopy extension theorem implies that also 
h[A extends to a map g:X+ B. 0 
2.5. In order to prove necessity, we also need a construction from [14], which 
associates with every finite simplicial complex L and n ~2 a CW-complex i. 
Moreover, it associates with every simplex (T E L a subcomplex i( cr) E i. We now 
describe i and establish properties which we need (for another description see [ 111). 
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We define the complexes i(o) by induction on dim u and then define i by 
i= lJ i(a). (2.14) 
<,c L
(a) If dim (T < n, we put 
i(U) = o, (2.15) 
where (T also denotes the complex consisting of the simplex o and all of its faces. 
~ (b) If dim (T 2 n t 1, we define i( (T) as the union of a sequence of C W-complexes 
,. 
L,(o) C_ &(u) E. . . , where 
i,(a)= u i(r). (2.16) 
The union is taken over all proper faces T of cr. &(a), k = 2,3, . . . , is obtained 
from ik_,(a) by attaching to its (n + k - 1)-skeleton a (finite) collection of (n + 
k)-cells killing the homotopy groups T,,+~~, , i.e. attaching the cells in such a manner 
that 
%+A&)) =0 (2.17) 
(c) Since i(a) and &((T) have the same (n + k)-skeleton, it follows that also 
1 
~~+~-i( L(a)) = 0, i.e. 
?&U))=o, i>n+l. (2.18) 
(d) By (b), the complexes L(V) and i,(a) have the same (n + 1)-skeleton. By 
induction, the same holds for i( 7) if T < u and dim r 2 n + 1. On the other hand, 
if T < u and dim T s n, then (i( T))n+' = ( T)~+' = T E a("). Therefore, 
(&))(“+” = a’*‘. (2.19) 
(e) BY (d), 
r&o)) = ?TTTi(o(n)), is n. (2.20) 
Since on) and (T have the same n-skeleton, one has 
%-;(G)=O, i<n. (2.21) 
This and (c) prove that i(o) is an Eilenberg-MacLane complex of type 
K(Trn(&“)), n). 
(f) Since i,(o) is obtained from ik_,(a) by attaching (n + k)-cells and n + k a 
n +2, it follows that 
~i(iz(a),i,(a))=~,(i3(a),i2(~))=...=0, iGn+1 (2.22) 
(see e.g., [12, Ch. 7, Lemma 6.151). Now the homotopy sequence of a triple (see, 
e.g., [12, Ch. 7, Th. 3.151) implies 
‘TTi(i((T), u i(T))=o, isn+1. (2.23) 
7<l, 
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(f) It is clear from the construction that 
,. ,. ,. 
L(a)nL(r)=L((Tnr), a, 7E L. (2.24) 
(g) If A4 is a polyhedron of dimension dim M G n + 1 and h : M + i is a map, 
then for any simplex (T E L of the maximal dimension dim L there is a map g : M + f 
such that 
g(M)c u i(r), (2.25) 
T P CT 
g(y) = h(y) if h(y) g i(o), (2.26) 
g(y)E IJ i(r)Ci(o) if h(y)Ei(a). (2.27) 
We obtain this by applying Lemma 3 to Y = L(V), B =UT_Z(, i(r), X = h_‘(Y), 
A = h-‘(B) and h ((X, A). 
(h) Repeating the process described in (g) for all (T E L with dim (T 2 n + 1, ordered 
by decreasing dimension, one obtains a mapping g: M + L(“‘, because 
Udimrcn i(r) = i”’ = L’“‘. Moreover, 
h(y)Ei(a)jg(y)E(i(a))‘“‘=a’“‘. (2.28) 
(i) Since u (n) is (n - 1) -connected, one has 
%-,(a’“‘) = lY,(a(“)). (2.29) 
Moreover, H, ((T”)) coincides with the group of the n-cycles of &“) and is therefore 
a finitely generated free Abelian group, i.e., a finite sum @:=, Z. 
(j) If X is a compact Hausdorff space with dim, X d n and A G X is a closed 
subset, then every map f: A + f(a) extends to a map f: X + i(a). Indeed, by (e) 
and (i), i(a) is of the type K(@I=, Z, n). Since HI_, K(Z, n) is also an Eilenberg- 
MacLane complex of type K(@r_, h, n), this complex and J?(V) have the same 
homotopy type. However, every mapping of A into n:=, K (Z, n) extends to all of 
X, because dim, X s n. By the homotopy extension theorem, we conclude that the 
same holds for i(o). 
2.6. Proof of necessity. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space with dim, X c n, let 
P be a polyhedron,f: X -+ P a mapping and e > 0. We must produce an approximate 
factorization off as claimed in Theorem 1. 
If n = 1, dim, X = dim X, because S’ is a K(Z, 1)-complex. Therefore, the asser- 
tion follows from the approximate factorization property for dim X s 1. 
We now assume that n 2 2. Choose a triangulation L of P so fine that 
4mesh L<E. (2.30) 
Consider the CW-complex i described in Section 2.5. We define an open covering 
4 of i as the collection of all sets of the form 
C(a)= i\ u i(r). (2.31) 
rn,,=‘) 
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Note that 
A 1 
L(a) E U(a). (2.32) 
Next, we associate with 
UE L, 
f:X+ L a map j:X+i such that for every XEX and 
,. ,. 
f(x) E fl*f(x) E L(c). (2.33) 
j is defined by extending the map flf’(L’“‘) over the sets f’(r), where the 
simplexes u E L, dim (T 2 n + 1, are taken in order of increasing dimension. If one 
has already defined p on all r with dim r < k, then for dim (T = k one considers the 
pair (f-‘(a), IJ7<<,rf’(~)). Note that dim,f’(cT) s dim, XC n and IJT((,fP’(r) 
is a closed subset of f-'(u) in which one has already defined j in accordance with 
(2.33), so that 
By Section 2.5(j), p extends also to f’(g) and (2.33) remains valid. 
Now consider the mapping h = f x f : X + L x .f and the two projections p : L x .f + 
L and fi : L x f + _f. Clearly, 
ph =J; (2.35) 
fih=j (2.36) 
h(X) is contained in a finite subcomplex of Lx i, which can be embedded in a 
polyhedron. The maps p and p^ extend to a closed polyhedral neighborhood K of 
h(X), so that one can view h as a map h :X + K and p, p^ as maps p: K -+ L, 
p^: K + i, which still satisfy (2.35) and (2.36). 
We now choose an r] > 0 so small that p: K + L maps v-near points to c-near 
points. Moreover, we assume that n is the Lebesgue number for the coverings 
(p^)-‘(“ii) and (p)-‘(Q), where Ou is the covering of L formed by the stars of the 
vertices of L. 
We will now define a map g: X + K such that d(g, h) s 77 and g(X) is a subpoly- 
hedron Q of K. If h(X) is already a subpolyhedron of K, we put g = h. If this is 
not the case, we choose a triangulation T of K with mesh T< 7. Let T E T be a 
simplex of the highest dimension and such that there is a point u E (Int T)\h(X). 
We replace h by a map h,: X -+ K, which coincides with h on h-‘(K\Int T) and on 
h-‘(T) is the composition of h (h-‘(7) with the radial projection from u to a~. 
Clearly, h,(X) A Int T # 0. Repeating this process, we obtain a map g : X + K such 
that g(X) is the carrier of a subcomplex of T and 
d(g, h)smesh T<q. (2.37) 
Clearly, the maps g : X + Q, p : Q + P satisfy 
d(P%f)~&, (2.38) 
g(X) = Q. (2.39) 
It remains to prove that p is (n, e)-approximable. 
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Let M be an arbitrary triangulation of Q. We apply property (h) of Section 2.5 
to p^: M(“+r) + i and obtain a mapping p’: MC”+‘)+ i, such that (2.28) 
s(Y) E i( o)+p’(Y) E (T(~) c L’“’ G L, o- E L, Y E MC”+‘). (2.40) 
We will now show that for any y E MC”+‘) we have 
d(P(Y), P’(Y)) < &. (2.41) 
First note that, by (2.39), y=g(x) for some XEX. If f(x) =ph(x)~ (TE L and 
p(Y) =pg(x) E (T’E L, then (~‘n CT f 0, because both points belong to the star of some 
vertex of L. Furthermore, both points F(Y) =fig(x) and?(x) =p^h(x) belong to c(7) 
for some simplex r E L. Since S(x) E u, by (2.33), j(x) E L(U) and therefore, by the 
definition of fi( r), c n r f Q. Furthermore, if p^(y) E L( T’), then p^(y) E fi( T) implies 
7 n T’ f 0. However, by (2.40), we also have p’(y) E T’(~) E T’. We thus have a sequence 
of simplexes (T’, a, 7, T’ from L such that consecutive simplexes intersect and 
p(Y) E CT’, p’(y) E 7’. Therefore, 
d(p(y),p’(y))~4mesh L<e. 
Finally, the mapping p’: MC”+‘)+ L(“) c_ L can be replaced by a simplicial approxi- 
mation MC”+‘)+ L’“), which is so near to the original p’ that (2.41) remains valid. 
This shows that p: Q + P is indeed (n, e)-approximable and completes the proof 
of Theorem 1. 
Remark 1. In the above proof of necessity, we have proved a little more than 
asserted, i.e., we have shown that in the statement of Theorem 1 one can add the 
condition that g : X + Q is a surjection. 
3. First factorization theorem 
3.1. We now prove the following factorization theorem. 
Theorem 2. Let X be a compact Hausdorflspace of cohomological dimension dim, X s 
n, let Y be a metric compactum and f: X + Y a mapping. Then there exists a metric 
compactum Z with dim, Z d n and there exist maps g : X + Z, h : Z + Ysuch thatf = hg. 
In the proof we need two corollaries to Theorem 1. 
Corollary 1. Let Q = ( Qi, q,<+,) be an inverse sequence of polyhedra with limit Z and 
projections qi : Z + Qn. Let F, > 0 be numbers such that 
d(u, u’) Gej*d(qb(u), q,(u’))c&, isj, 
and let each of the maps qii+, be (n, E;)-approximable. Then dim, Z c n. 
(3.1) 
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Proof. It suffices to show that the conditions stated in Theorem 1 are fulfilled. 
Consider a polyhedron P, a mapping f: X + P and E > 0. Then there is an index i 
and a map J; : Qj + P such that 
d(f;qi,f)<s (3.2) 
(see e.g., [9, I, § 5.2, Theorem 81). 
Choose n > 0 so small that 
d(z, Z’) s q*d(f;(z),f;(z’)) < s, (3.3) 
and choose j 2 i so large that 
l/2’_’ < 7. (3.4) 
Now put Q = Q,,, , g = qj+, and p =f;qlitl. Since pg =f;qi, (3.2) implies 
d(J’g,f)<s. (3.5) 
To complete the proof it suffices to show that p is (n, e)-approximable. Take any 
triangulation M of Q = Q,+, . Since q,,, is (n, E,)-approximable, there is a PL-map 
91, + 1 . 
I .M(“+r) + Q, such that 
d(qjj+r, qji+r IMC”+“) s Ej, (3.6) 
dim( q(i+,( MC”+‘))) < n. (3.7) 
Now (3.1) and (3.6) imply 
d(qtrq:j+r, qlj+r I MC”+‘)) s 1/2’p’9 (3.8) 
which, by (3.4) and (3.3), yields 
d(.I&q;j+,,f;q,;+, I M(“+‘)) < g. (3.9) 
Now take a PL-mapping f; : Q, + P, which approximates f;q;, : Qj + P so closely 
that one has 
d(J;q$+r,f;qzj+r IMC”+‘)) < &. (3.10) 
Put p’ =J;q:j+, : MC”+‘) + P and note that p’ is a PL-mapping because such are the 
mappings J; and qj,+,. Moreover, by (3.7), 
dim p’( MC”+‘)) s n, (3.11) 
because x is a PL-map and therefore cannot increase dimension. 
Finally, by the definitions of p and p’, we see that (3.10) can be rewritten as 
d( p’, p 1 MC”+‘)) < E, (3.12) 
which together with (3.11) proves that p is indeed (n, s)-approximable. 0 
Corollary 2. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, dim, X s n, let PI, . . . , Pk be 
polyhedra, f, :X + P,, . . . ,h : X + Pk maps and let E, > 0,. . . , .sk > 0 be given real 
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numbers. Then there is a polyhedron Q and there are maps g: X + Q, p, : Q+ 
PI,. . . , pk : Q + Pk, such that g(X) = Q, 
d(p,gA c e, (3.13) 
and the map p, is (II, E;)-approximable, i = 1, . . , k. 
Proof. Consider the mapping f = f, x . . . x fk : X + P = P, x . . . x Pk and the projec- 
tions ql:P+Pj, i=l,..., k. Note that qif =fi. Choose F > 0 so small that 
d(u, u’)dejd(qi(u),qi(u’))sei, i=l,..., k. (3.14) 
Apply Theorem 1 (necessity) to the map f: X -+ P and E > 0. We obtain a poly- 
hedron Q and maps g : X + Q, p : Q + P such that 
d(m,f)sa (3.15) 
and p is (n, &)-approximable. Moreover, using Remark 1, one can assume that 
g(X) = Q. Now put pi = q,p: Q+ Pi. Since p,g = qipg, (3.15) and (3.14) yield (3.13). 
To show that each pI is (n, Ei)-approximable, consider an arbitrary triangulation 
M of Q. Since p is (n, &)-approximable, there is a PL-mapping p’: M(“+‘)+ P such 
that 
d(p’,p(M’“+‘))se, (3.16) 
dim p’( MC”+‘)) s n. (3.17) 
Now put pi = q,p’: MC”+‘)+ P,, i = 1,. . . , k. By (3.16) and (3.14), 
d(p:,p,IM”‘+“)sei, i=l,..., k. (3.18) 
Moreover, pi is a PL-mapping, because p’ and qi are PL-mappings, and 
dim( pi( MC”+“)) c n (3.19) 
(because of (3.17) and the fact that the PL-mapping q, cannot raise dimension). q 
3.2. Proof of Theorem 2. The proof follows the same general plan as the proof of 
the analogous result for dim given in [8, Lemma 31. Therefore, we refer to that 
paper for some of the details. However, there are several new points which come 
up in the present proof. 
For a given mapping f: X + Y we must produce a factorization off as in the 
statement of the theorem. We first choose an inverse sequence of polyhedra Y = 
( v, ri,+l) with limit Y and projections r, : Y + Y,. We then choose numbers 7, > 0 
so small that for any two points y, y’ E Y, 
d(r,(y), ri(y’)) s y,, (3.20) 
for all i, implies y = y’. Such a choice is possible. Indeed, for any k EN consider 
the covering ‘?& of Y formed by the (l/2/‘+‘)-balls. There is an i = i(k) and there 
is an open covering ‘Ir, of Y, such that (r,)-‘(‘V,) refines qk. Let vi > 0 be the 
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Lebesgue number for ‘Vi. Then d(r,(y), r,(y’)) G vi, y, y’~ Y, implies the existence 
of a set VE vi such that ri(y), r;(y’) E V and therefore y, Y’E (ri)-‘( V). Consequently, 
the points y, y’ belong to a ball of radius I/2 ktl, i.e. d(y, y’) G 1/2k. We can define 
the numbers i(k), by induction, in such a way that i( 1) < i(2) < . . . _ If i(k) is already 
defined, we choose i(k + 1) > i(k) by applying the above reasoning to the cofinal 
subsequence Yk = (Y,, qgi+i), where i> i(k). We have thus defined vi for all i = i(k), 
k E N. For other values of i we choose for 77; any positive values. Now (3.20) implies 
and therefore d(y, y’) G 1/2k for all k E N. Consequently, y = y’. 
Next we choose Si > 0 such that 
36, s rll, (3.21) 
d(U, U’)~2S,*d(r,j(U), rti(t,‘))G&, iSI. (3.22) 
This is done, by induction, using uniform continuity. 
We will now define, by induction, numbers ai, 0 < F, < 1, polyhedra Qi and maps 
gi:X~Q,,h,:Q,~Y,,q,i:Qj~Qi,i<j,suchthat 
g,(X) = Qz, (3.23) 
d(gi, qii+lgi+l) s4Ft~ (3.24) 
d(r,f, higt)GSsi, (3.25) 
d(u, u’)~.a,Jd(h,(u), h;(u’))~&, (3.26) 
i<j. (3.27) 
Moreover, we require that each qi,+, is (n, E,)-approximable. 
We determine Q, , g, and h, by applying Corollary 2 to rl f: X + Y, and is,. We 
thus obtain (3.25), for i = 1. We then choose e, > 0 so that also (3.26) holds, for i = 1. 
Assume that we have already defined Q,, g,, hi, ,zj, qkj for j< i, k < j, i 2 1. We 
then apply Corollary 2 to X, to polyhedra Q,, Y;,, , maps gj :X + Q,, ri+,f: X + Y,+, 
and to numbers 4&j, fS,+, . We obtain a polyhedron Qi+, and maps g,,, : X + Ql+, , 
qii+l: Qi+, + Qi, hi+, : Qi+l+ k;+, such that gi+l(X) = Or+, and 
d(qti+lgi+l 3 Si) s 3&i, (3.28) 
d(hi+rgi+l, r,+,f)s$Si+r. (3.29) 
Moreover, the map qi,+, is (n, $si)-approximable. Using uniform continuity of hi 
and q,,+, , we define E;+, so that (3.26) holds for i + 1 and (3.27) holds for j = i + 1, 
where we put &j+, = q&j+,, for ks i. 
Using (3.24) and (3.27), one proves, by induction on j- i, that 
d(gi, SijSj) s &i, is j 
(see [8, 2.2, (13)] for details). 
(3.30) 
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Now, by (3.30) and (3.27), one obtains 
d(qijgj, qikgkls Ef/2Jp'> (3.31) 
which shows that ( qiigj,j 3 i) is a Cauchy sequence for each i Therefore, there is 
a mapping g’:X+ Q, given by 
g’ = lim q,jgj. (3.32) 
Clearly, (3.30) yields 
d(g;, gi) s &I. 
Also note that 
(3.33) 
qirg’=g’, isj. (3.34) 
Therefore, the maps g’ : X + Q, induce a mapping g : X + 2 = lim( Q,, q,i+,), given by 
qig = g', (3.35) 
where qi : 2 + Q1 are the natural projections. 
The set g(X) is dense in Z and therefore g:X+ Q is a surjection (see [8, Q 2.21 
for details). 
We will now define the mapping h : Z+ Y First note that (3.33) and (3.26) imply 
d(h;g,, h,g’)~&. (3.36) 
This and (3.25) yield 
d( i-J, higi) c Si 
and therefore (3.22) yields 
d(ri_,f; r,_,ihig’)G;6i_,. 
Formula (3.38) for i= 1 and (3.37) yield 
d(rii+,h,+,g’+‘, h,g’)a$;. 
Using (3.22) and (3.39), one proves, by induction on j - i, that 
d(r,h,g’, h,g’)G26,, i<j. 
Applying (3.22) to (3.40) (for js k), one obtains 
d(r,khkgk, r,;h,g’) s &/2’-‘, id j. 
Since gk = &g, g’= qJg (see (3.35)) and g : X + Q is onto, (3.41) implies 
d ( rdhkqk, rjjhjq,) C S,/2’-‘, i <j < k. 
(3.37) 
(3.38) 
(3.39) 
(3.40) 
(3.41) 
(3.42) 
It is a consequence of (3.42) that there are maps h’:Z+ y, well-defined by 
h i = likm rikhkqk. (3.43) 
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Clearly, 
rVhJ = h’, i c j, (3.44) 
so that the maps h’ determine a map h : Z + Y, such that 
r,h = hi. (3.45) 
Note that (3.43), (3.35) and (3.40) yield 
d(h’g, h,g’)s26,. (3.46) 
In order to show thatf= hg (by the choice of the numbers vi), it suffices to show that 
d(riJ; r&g) s v,, (3.47) 
for all i. However, this follows from (3.37), (3.46), (3.47) and (3.21). 
Finally, we apply Corollary 1 to the sequence Q = (Qi, sii+,) and conclude that 
dim, Z < n. 
Note that condition (3.1) in Corollary 1 is fulfilled by (3.27), because we have 
assumed that E, < 1. 
4. Second factorization theorem and expansion theorems 
4.1. In order to establish these results, we need the following continuity theorem. 
Theorem 3. Let X = (X,, phhS, B) be an inverse system of compact HausdorfSspaces 
with limit X = lim X. Zf dim, X,, G n for all b E B, then also dim, X d n. 
Proof. Let Ac X be a closed subset and let f: A+ K(h, n) be a mapping. We must 
show that f extends to all of X. Let ph : X -+ X,,, b E B, denote the natural projections 
and let Ah =p,,(X). Then A = (Ah, phh,, B) is an inverse system of compact Hausdorff 
spaces and A = lim A. Therefore, there is an index b E B and there is a mapping 
g : Ah + K(Z, n) such that gp, 1 Ah ^-f (recall that K(Z, n) has the homotopy type 
of an ANR). Since dim, X, G n, g admits an extension g: X8 + K(Z, n). Since gpPh 
extends gp, 1 Ah to all of X, the homotopy extension theorem yields an extension 
f:X+K(E, n) 0fJ: q 
4.2. Using Theorems 2 and 3, it is now easy to establish the following three results 
(see the proofs of Theorems 1,2 and 3 in [7], where analogous results were established 
for the covering dimension). 
Theorem 4. Let X be a compact HausdorfSspace of cohomological dimension dim, X s 
n, let Y be another compact Hausdorff space and let f: X + Y be a mapping. Then 
there exists a compact Hausdorff space Z of weight w (2) s w ( Y) and of cohomological 
dimension dim, Z G n and there are mappings g : X + Z, h : Z + Y such that f = hg. 
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Theorem 5. Every compact Hausdorg space X with dim, X d n is homeomorphic to 
the limit of an inverse system Q = (Q,,, qhhC, B) of metric compacta Q,, with dim, Qh G n 
and card(B) s w(X). 
Theorem 6. Every compact Hausdorf space X with dim, X G n is homeomophic to 
the limit of a well-ordered inverse system of compact HausdorfS spaces Q = 
(Qp, qaac, P < ~~1, where 
dim,Q,,~n,w(Q,)</3<w(X)=K, 
and QB = lim(Qcx, qa,s, a <PI. 
If X is infinite, the weight w(X) of X is the smallest cardinal of a basis for the 
topology of X. If X is finite, w(X) = No. 
5. An open problem in cohomological dimension 
The following problem, due to P.S. Aleksandrov, is one of the major open problems 
in dimension theory and geometric topology. 
Problem 1. Does the equality 
dim, X = dim X 
hold for all metric compacta X? 
One can also raise the following questions. 
(4.1) 
Problem 2. Does equality (4.1) hold for compact Hausdorff spaces X? 
Theorem 7. Problems 1 and 2 are equivalent. 
Proof. For both classes of spaces dim, X c dim X. We now assume that (4.1) holds 
for metric compacta and we will prove that dim, X = n implies dim X 9 n for 
compact Hausdorff spaces X. 
If X is compact Hausdorff, then by Theorem 5, X is the limit of an inverse system 
Q = (Q,,, qhhC, B) of metric compacta Q,, with dim, Qh G n. By assumption, dim Qh = 
dim, Qh G n and therefore, dim X 3 n. 0 
Remark 2. Here is an alternative proof of Theorem 7, based on Theorem 2. Let X 
be a compact Hausdorff space with dim, X G n. We must prove that also dim X G n. 
Let P be a polyhedron, f: X + P a mapping and F > 0. By Theorem 2, there is a 
metric compactum 2, dim, Y G n, and there are maps g : X + Z, h : Z + P such that 
f = hg. By assumption, dim Y G n. Consequently, there is a polyhedron Q, dim Q s n, 
and there are maps g’: Z+ Q, h, : Q + P such that d(h, h,g’) s F. Putting g, = 
g’g:X-+Q, we see that d(h,g,,f) G e because h,g, = h,g’g, ,f = hg. By the approxi- 
mate factorization criterion (see Section 2.1), we see that indeed dim X 4 n. 
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Added in proof. Recently, A. N. Dranishnikov produced a metric compacturn X with 
dim,X = 3 and dim X = 00. This solves Problem 1 and shows that factorization 
theorems for dim, and dim are indeed different results (see A. N. Dranishnikov, 
on P. S. Aleksandrov’s problem (in Russian), Mat. Sbornik 135 (4) (1988) 551-557). 
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